CANopen

Hand-held CANopen
diagnostic tool
Links
www.esacademy.com

www.peak-system.com

Introduction
The CANopen Diag
hand-held diagnostic tool
by Embedded Systems
Academy is based on
the PCAN-Diag hardware
by Peak-System
Technik. It complies with
the CiA 301 (version
4.2) application layer
specification. In addition,
it supports the CiA 305
Layer Setting Service
(LSS) specification
(version 2.2). The addon software module for
the CiA 447 car addon devices application
profile complies with the
version 2.0.
Literature
CANopen Diag User’s
Manual, Embedded
Systems Academy,
Barsinghausen
(Germany), 2013.
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T

he stand-alone CANopen
Diag tool offers various
operation modes. In one
mode it communicates with
a single CANopen NMT
slave device under test
(DUT). In this use case, the
tool acts as the SDO client
for the SDO default server of the DUT. The user can
write and read to the DUT’s
entire object dictionary.
When using the tool
to access a CANopen network with several devices, it
can optionally ask the SDO
Manager in the network
for permission before using a slave device’s default
SDO server. Alternatively,
there is a listen-only mode
to guarantee pure monitoring access. Either approach
will
avoid
any
CAN
collisions.

This function is used
to get a first impression of
what is currently happening in the network. The
screen shows the messages and provides some additional information (e.g.
node 3 boot-up message).
The event history list collects dedicated CANopen
messages and records
them to be analyzed
later with the CANopen
Diag Manager Software.

The reported events
include EMCY messages
of individual nodes, NMT
messages with a specific content (e.g. start all
nodes), SDO abort messages with a specific error
code, and many other detailed CANopen and LSS
messages.
The tool could also
be used to scan the network and the connected
CANopen devices.

Network monitoring
and event history
When the tool monitors the
network traffic and shows
the selected events, it does
not actively generate any
CAN messages by itself.

Figure 1: The scope function shows the signal as an
analog value
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Figure 2: The tool measures the busload (average and
maximum) as well as the error rate

Figure 4: The status screen informs about the number of
nodes detected ant their NMT status

Figure 3: The event list shows the messages in the order
transmitted on the network

Figure 5: The tool provides dedicated test procedure for
CiA 447 (the Heartbeat test for the CiA 447 device with the
node-ID of 2 was successful)

The Node Viewer functionality allows browsing
through the object dictionary. With the Write-to-node
function it is possible to configure a device or to download a software update.
The tool also implements
the CANopen Test Machine
engine, which can execute
complex test sequences
with an accuracy of 1 ms.
For each executed test sequence, a report is generated and stored. Pre-defined
test sequences include LSS
testing, Heartbeat producer
time, periodical PDO (eventtimer), and PDO inhibit time
measurements.

For more complete
functional testing of a CiA
447 network, in particular
the CiA 447 gateway, the
module also adds a tester
node, which is a simulated,
actively communicating CiA
447 slave implementation
running inside CANopen
Diag. A special stress test
mode allows executing up
to 14 virtual tester nodes in
parallel.

CiA 447 option
The tool comes optionally
with a CiA 447 module. CiA
447 is the CANopen application profile for car addon devices as used in taxis,
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police cars, ambulances,
and other special-purpose
cars. This also includes passenger cars for handicapped
drivers. This module supports several specialties of
the CiA 447 profile. For example, the user can set the
trigger on the sleep request
command or the gateway
wake-up command. The tool
can also trigger on specific
SDO client abort messages,
because the CiA 447 devices are fully “SDO-matched”,
meaning there are SDO
clients and SDO servers
from and to all other nodes
in the network.
The Test Machine engine provides additional
sequences for CiA 447
devices such as SDO server
function and stress testing
as well as sleep and wakeup testing. For CiA 447 gateways, the tool implements
specific test sequences.

CAN measurements
CANopen Diag is also able
to measure the busload,
the termination resistance
and the voltage levels on
the bus. The busload diagram shows a short history
for the overall bus utilization
of a running CANopen network. Momentary peaks are
indicated in red. Of special
interest is the average busload, which should stay as
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stable as possible. While the
tool doesn’t provide latency
measurements for individual messages (e.g. delay of
PDOs), it does show the occurrence of error frames.
The built-in oscilloscope provides measurements of the signal quality.
There are two independent
channels with a sampling
frequency of up to 20 MHz.
The memory depth is 64000
samples. The timer resolution is up to 50 ns. Triggering options include start of
data/remote frame, end of
data/remote frame, start of
error frame, and on specific
CAN-IDs.
Holger Zeltwanger
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